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Car wash tampa rd

Do you want to pamper your car with a thorough cleaning? Do you need to prepare your vehicle for a prospective buyer? We can help you! Luxury Auto Spa is a full-service car wash company that details with individual customers and corporate accounts in Oldsmar, FL and surrounding areas, including New Port Richey



and Clearwater. We are ready to make your luxury vehicle inside and out! Stay on this page for more information. Luxury Auto Spa a complete detail service of cars and trucks. Below you can find a list does not exhaust everything we do. If there's something you need but don't see here on the list, call us and ask us! –
Washing and detail services for all types of vehicles, including cars, trucks, vans, off-road vehicles, electric vehicles, motorcycles, ships, helicopters and airplanes – Removal of dent and scratch – Correction of paint, waxing, coating, plasti immersion We have and operate our washing, attending daily for service and
repairs to keep Uncle Chick in tip shape Many of our competitors are just investors who hire all the work and maintenance, resulting in poor washing quality and many breakdowns giving touchless washing a bad reputation. We offer the latest and largest automatic touchless Water Wizard 2.0 system, the most advanced
touchless on the market. We've taken it to a new level by equipping ours with turbo nozzles, which clean better than traditional nozzles using half the water! Uncle Chick also has 5 large self-service washing bays with all the options you might want at your fingertips. Credit cards, cash, quarters and tokens are accepted in
all self-service washing bays. A great touchless wash is convenient, fast, environmentally friendly, economical, it won't damage finished vehicles, and most importantly, it works great! Many variables can influence the process of touchless washing, including, but not limited to, soap quality, vehicle temperature surface,
preoak dilution ratio, presoak temperature, inhabited time (amount of time presoak passes to vehicle surface), water pressure, impingement, water quality/water hardness, TDS (total solids dissolved in dot-free water). A. The height limit for vehicles is 84 inches. A. Yes! We can wash a vehicle up to 98 inches wide! A. Yes,
they are! Our vacuums and mat washers are available to everyone and anyone. If you're having trouble locating mat washers, ask one of our team members for help. A. Like any other subscription (i.e. Netflix, Amazon Prime, Spotify, etc.), you need a payment method to join. We take the privately of our customers and
we would do nothing to compromise that trust. You can count on us! All transactions have a monthly calendar. A. Yes! We welcome vehicles of all shapes, sizes and... Ceilings! Just make sure the top is in place and waterproof. A. We know this may seem strange, but it's actually for good reason. The days are busy, and
and it is easy to forget what was placed on the bed of the truck (i.e. tools, garbage, firewood, etc.). We check your truck to make sure there is nothing that could potentially damage our car wash and, most importantly, other vehicles. It is our responsibility to ensure that each car reaches the end of our tunnel clean, bright
and dry. Some vehicle manufacturers and models are very attracted to our car wash and like to hold on and not let go (if you know what we mean). This is flattering, but we thought it was best to place a protective sleeve for free, so not that there are rear windshield wipers. A. While we would love to say that we can wash
any vehicle, the reality is that it might not be better for either party. There are certain vehicles that we can't accept because of parts after the market, bike racks, patches, yolk, age, and so on. If you're ever interrogating your vehicle, talk to a member of the on-site team, before entering the wash. They are always more
than happy to help. A. Our conveyor is industry leader and provides a stress-free car wash experience. Say goodbye to having to tighten the tires between two rails. To charge your car, slow down your vehicle as you get into the wash and facilitate it to Neutral once powered by the screen. A. We make a safer version of
self-preparation through our brand detergent! The first arc your car goes under is responsible for automatically dissolving the error guts right next to your vehicle. Rubbing in your car with a brush would only disrupt this effective process and damage your vehicle. A. If a nail is required to scrape the material, our brushes
won't do the same on the first attempt. Fortunately, with unlimited washes through our Tommy Club, bug guts won't have a chance to be cooked! The more often you visit, the better the car. A. As we are an express, we are specialists in outdoor washing. However, we provide free vacuums, free mat washers and an
indoor detail kit at a low cost. A. We always recommend talking to our team members on the site. They are at your service! However, if you ever have to get us off the site, give us a call through our site number or message from our location on Facebook! A. We want to be transparent. While we are confident in our
abilities to give your car a great experience, sometimes accidents happen, and when they do, our team is easily equipped to respond. That said, we ask you to also do your part and ensure that you follow the guidelines in place to ensure a clean, bright and dry every time. There is signage on our site before introducing
the washing that explains in detail our needs. Oh, yes, we can! We love our extra-low sports cars on the ground. Our conveyor is adaptable to vehicles of all shapes and sizes. If you have any questions, please talk to one of our team members before entering the wash. Special holiday hoursSeal christmas eve: 8am - -
Day - CLOSEDNew Night of the Year - 8am - 6pmNew new year day: 10am - 7pm (EXCLUDE PINELLAS PARK AND DALE MABRY LOCATIONS) Shine Every DayStarting at $19.99/mesMake most of your Bay Breeze experience by using your unlimited membership in every Bay Breeze location! More information
(EXCLUDE LOCATIONS PINELLAS PARK AND DALE MABRY) To access the first access to our best offers, promotions and gifts, sign up for our text club! Once you sign up your next Ultimate Wash is on us. Join wow now there are so many good things to comment on, but the best part of the service is cleaning my car
stays with its unlimited car wash and wax. Every day I have my car washed. This is a wonderful service to have you thanks Bay Breeze Car Wash !!! The car comes out flawless. I have after-sales wheels that car wash can't accommodate, but a pre-clean one before washing solves the problem. I love that they have free
gaps. One of the best car washes in the area. All other car washes leave all the dirt in the car Attentive staff, clean installation, car wash and vaccuum are better than most! Where quality and service come together to give you exceptional value I give you a star just because I can't put 0. By far the worst customer service
I've ever dealt with, let me remind you that I work in customer service, so I know how it is so it takes a pretty poor experience for me to write a negative review about it. He spent an hour in this car wash today, cleaning and detailing my car before using the vacuum, carpet scrub, etc. I had a few items in my trunk that
included some broken glass from a flower vase that I had back there that had fallen out of the box. (that's why I was in the car wash) I threw that into the garage can between the two self-use gaps, put $1.25 into vacuum use, and my quarters got stuck, there's no change button back to the vacuum machine, there's no
place to insert invoices there to make quarters and there's no room for a credit/debit card to receive cash and the vacuum only accepts quarters. I didn't want to have to drive to a local gas station to get the change just to come back, so after about 20 minutes of me messing with the machine trying to get my quarters back
I ended up finding a few more quarters in the background in my purse to use for a different machine. Meanwhile, a bald man comes out and starts taking out some of the garbage, asked me if I was finished with the garbage can, I replied Yes I am, thanks I just looked like someone who was coming to pick up the trash
from time to time. I wasn't sure if it was management or anything else I would have mentioned something about the machine that takes my quarters... Then he came back for another garbage that turns out to be right in front of my car and I guess my car door was on the way, so he took it upon himself to lock the door of
my car, and extremely rude, he happened to tell me that I shouldn't have put this on this trash there (I didn't put that much, it was practically full when I got there), it costs you too much money, if you wanted a place to go to dump the garbage I would have to go to a dump because that's a car wash. As he is stepping on
my dirt mats I laid on the floor so I could VACCUM OUT OF MY CAR. I know he saw me mess with the machine, but he never bothered to ask if there was a problem or if I needed help. I made it very clear that I was offended and told him that he was trying to vacuum and wash my car, but his machine took my quarters
and there was no quarter machine and that if he doesn't want specific items in his trash he can make a sign somewhere indicating so. He completely ignored me and walked away. I was so furious that I put all my stuff back in my car and left, I didn't even end up aiming for my car. With that said, even though this site is
convenient for me, I couldn't afford enough to come back and spend a penny on this site. Site.
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